Planning a New Classroom Arrangement

Follow these directions exactly to plan a new classroom arrangement

1. In less than one minute, decide on a name for your group.
2. Write your name on the “flags” that are in this envelope.
3. Use the tape to place your flag on any piece of furniture in the classroom that your group would like to “claim” as yours in the new arrangement. After you do so, say as loudly as possible: “I claim this piece of furniture in the name of (your group’s name).” When we rearrange the class, all furniture with your group’s flag on it can be placed where your group decides.
4. Create a map that shows how your group would like to rearrange the class.

Planning a New Classroom Arrangement

Follow these directions exactly to plan a new classroom arrangement

1. Decide on a name for your group.
2. Write your name and the sentence “This piece of furniture belongs to (your group’s name)” on the flags that are in this envelope.
3. Cut out the flags.
4. Use the tape to place your flag on any piece of furniture in the classroom that your group would like to “claim” as yours in the new arrangement. After you do so, say as loudly as possible: “I claim this piece of furniture in the name of (your group’s name).” When we rearrange the class, all furniture with your group’s flag on it can be placed where your group decides.
5. Create a map that shows how your group would like to rearrange the class.

Planning a New Classroom Arrangement

Follow these directions exactly to plan a new classroom arrangement

1. Decide on a name for your group.
2. Use the white paper to create small flags for your group.
3. Cut the flags out.
4. Create a map that shows how your group would like to rearrange the class.
5. Use the tape to place your flag on any piece of furniture in the classroom that your group would like to “claim” as yours in the new arrangement. After you do so, say as loudly as possible: “I claim this piece of furniture in the name of (your group’s name).” When we rearrange the class, all furniture with your group’s flag on it can be placed where your group decides.